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Developmental Patterns of Self-Disclosure

Do patterns of self-disclosure change with age? Is there a

developmental pattern.of self-disclosure prior to adolescence? As

)
,

defined by Jourard (1 71), self-disclosure is "making oneself known

to another." While Jourard and others have measured self-disclosure

in adults and college students, measures of self-digclosure in

children have been relatively rare. Therefore, Vondracek and Vondracek

(1971) attempted to design a reliable measure of self-disclosure for

preadolescents. They used a standard interview situation to compare

the level (intimate vs. non7intimate) of self-disclosure elicited

dependent on whether or not the interviewer self-ciisclosed to the

subject. They found that interviewer self-diselosure was significant

in determining amount of self-disclosure; more self-disclosure on

the part of interviewer elicited more self-disclosure than did neutral

nth-disclosing statements. Vondracek and Vondracek (1971) felt that

their study could be viewed "as a step toward the development of a

satisfactory me)thodology or investigation of the developmental

aspects of self-discl:)sure in children." However, they also said,

without further explanation, thaC"their scoring system needed to be

refined, and its' applicability to Other types nf subjects needed to

be demonstrated."

-
Although therc is no widely accepted measure of self-disclosure

for children at present, three relevant patterns of child development:
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interpersonal relations, egocentrism, and privacy experiences have

been measured across age groups and are suggestive of self-disclosure

pattern$. The interpersonal relations of eight year olds were

described by Gesell (1974) as follows - they are typically neither

brooding nor introspective; they show strong admiration for parents

and wdnt a close communion, a psycholdgical interchange, whereby

they penetrate deeper into adult life. Gordon (1975) found that as

children matured they were better able to express their own littes and

dislikes - that while preadolescents of eleven and twelve still see

their families as a central group, their major task is to sever close

dependent relationships with parents and move out into the world of
4.

.peers and other adults. Sullivan (1953) agreed and,said that Pread

olescents solve this task b:y seeking and deVeloping an intimate

exchange with a chum, friend or a loVed one.. -Benson and Libbenfield

(1979) focused on adolescents and stated that they develop vested

interests in emerging but increasingly sharply-bounded selves and

resist penetration of their inner care. These views of interpersonal

,development suggest, then', that children will be more willing to

self-disclose than adolescents.

Egocentrism, described by Looft (1972) as being imbedded in one's

own point of view, is another mucfi researched construct related to

patterns pf self-disclosure. Selman (1976) studied egocentriSm as

reflected in concepts about interpersonal,relationships in childhood,

4
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preadolescence, and adolescence. He used a semi-structured verbal

interview procedure and had subjects resolve COmmonplace,interpersonal

dilemmas-. He found that there was a shift,from cooperation-based

on self-interest to collaboration based on shared feeling and mutual

interest. In a continuation of'that study, Selman and Selman (1979)

found Oat eight year olds and eleven year olds can increasingly

take the other's point of view. At about fourteen, however, they

go beyond this and also take a generalized third person perspective.

'This new persRective, Elkind (1967) said, plunged the adolescent

into a new type of- egodentrism. He felt.that the feeling of being.

under the constant scrutiny of others contributes to adolescents'

wish for privacy and their reluctance to reveal themselves. Fdrther-

more, it s been found that loneliness, the experience of emotional

and social isolation(Weiss, 1979), occurs more frequently in adoles-

cents than adults. (Rubin, 1979). This researc, then,1again'suggests

, -

that children would be mdre willing to self-disclose than adolescents.

Another aspect of deNelopment'Which might influence self-

;disclosure is the need for privacy. Wolfe and Laurer (1977) found

that privacy experiences are an impOrtant aspect of the socialization

progss and'as such influence gender differences in self-disclosure.

tr.

They conducted an.interviewstudy with 900 children and adolescents,

ages 5-17, designed to gain an understanding of the concepts of privacy,
.

and its' relationship to age, Sex, and other variables. ,They identified

IJ

Nr.f.
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an "information management" eleMent of privacy from responses such as

"KnOwing something you don't want someone else to know or having

secrets. Their study chowed that "female qhildren seem tp be socialized

to use inf rmation management as their primary privacy pateern - male

children, on the other hand, ,are being socialize& to view privacy

in terms of autonomy and freedom of movement, to be legs verbal and

when verbal tO be less expressive of thei'r personal needs." This

finding guggests that gender also,affects patterk-ls of self-disclosure.

In summary, then, the literature suggests that before puberty,

the.child is steadily moving away from egocentric thought and constanly

acquiring more effective interpersonal skills. But at puberty, a

new egocentrism emerges making self-disclosure difficult and new

interpersonal relationships problematical. It also suggests that

socialization affects self-disclosure patterns and males and females

differ in their amount of verbal expression to others.

An investigation into these patt.erns was expected to shed greater

light on the etiology of.preadolescent and adolescent behavior, sex-role

socializaiion and most specifically have implicationg for the elementary

and secondary school counselors, the further study of.loneliness and

the increasing incidence of adolescent suicide. (Smith, 1979),.

The present study was designed to develop an adequate behavioral

measure of\ self-disclosure for children and adolesCents and to est

the hypothes that:
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1. adolescents are less willingfto self-disclose than children
-%

2. when they do self7d, s'close, A oleicents will be more likely to

self-disclose to peers than to arent.

13. children of 8 years and 11 yeard, on the other hand, will be more

likely to self-disclose to a parent.

4. 'gender will affect the amount of targets chosen for self-disclosure.

To test these hypotheses, eight, gleven and fourteen year olds

were presented with sixteen problem situations and asked to indicate

to fahom a friend their age would talk about tbe problems. This

strategy was based on the assumption that what they said their friend

would do in the situation most likely(reflecEed Agt they themselves

would do. In this context, therefore, self-disclosure was operationally
-

defined as a subject's verbal revelation about the predicted'self-

41sclosure of a friend. Situations, chosen were representative of

home, schooli personal relationships, and other outside social :

A

interaction. liariables affecting patterns of selfidisclosnre were

expected to be age and sel. , The measurement obtained was the

frequency with.which eaal age 14ve1 and genper chose parents, friends,

teachers, counselors and others as targets Tor self-disclosure.

Me thtal 1

Subjects

Subjects were seventy-two"children from a middl -class suburban

section of LexingtOn, Kentucky. Ihey were divided into three groups.
ex.

IL

.

-11
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of twenty-four each on the basis of age with equal numbers of males

and fethales in each group. The age'range and mean for each age were:

1st group - 8 years 0 modths to 9 years 8 months, (4 8 years

8-months); 2nd group 10 years 11 months to 12 years-7 months,

(M -1 11 years 7 months); 3rd group - 13 years 9 months to 15 years

-

'11 months, 044 - 14 years 8 months). Subjects in the first two groups

were students i(a private Catholic elementary school and subjects in

the third group were students,in a private Catholic high school.

ApparaVis and Procedure

Subjects were interviewed for approximately,one-half hour. One

'. male and one female experimenter interviewed an equal number of male'

and female subjects. The entire interview was tape recorded and later

.reviewed so that writing subject responses in detail would not interfere

/ with the flow of the interview. Before the taping began, the

experimenter chatted informally, with the subjects, making an effort

to put them at ease and assure-them of,confidentiality. When this

orientation was completed, the taping began.

A self-4iselosure measure was administered to each subject.

This measure consisted of three practice situations and sixteen test

situations which had been successfully used with twelve children ip

en earlier Pilot,study. Four otthe situations dealt.with hOme

problems, four with schpol problems, four with interpersonal relation-

:Mips, and four with social problems. After the presentation of each
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problem, Ole children were asked to indicate the person or persons
.

with whom their friends would most likely discuss the situatiOn. The

assumption *as that what a ftiend would do would reflect what the child

would dd.

The target persons they could choose were dicplayed on 5 inch

by 7 inch cards and placed on a table in clear view of the subject. The

cards were labeled MOTHiR, FATHER, NO ONE, TEACHER, COUNSELOR:FRIEND .*

and'OTHER. "Other" as a target wasexplainedto the subjects-as

any person they would talk to about the.situations other than their

lowther,.father, friend; teacher, counselor or no one. Examples of -

"other" targets included grandparents, the schdol principal, a

brother or sister.

After the children indicated a target lArson, they were en-

codraged to explain their choice and discuss the situation for as long

as ey'wished. For example, a practice situation was presented

as follows:

Interviewer: I am interested in knowing about

o'

,

boys and girls of yOur age. I

would like to know who they talk

to most often in,different

situations. For instance,,if a

ffiend of yours needed to talk

over a problem he/she were

haVing at school; he/she would

pfobably talk to his mother, his

father, his cjagher, his guidance
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counselor, one of his friends,

or may1;e no one. I am inteiested

in knowing who you think he/she
%

would be'Mpst'likely to talk to

.1.n that situation. Now I am

going to describe some situations

and I would like you to tell me

who, if anyone, a bOy/girl your age

would talk to about them. -If you

think,your friend would in fact

not tell anyone at all, please'let

me know that.

Your friend went to a scary movie

and can't get the scary parts out

of his/her head, he/she would

talk to ...

MOTHER FATHER FRIEND NO ONE TEACHER

COUNSELOR OTHER

'7

When the sixteeh situations I.:ere completed, subjects were asked

the general question, "Do you think it's a good idea to talk over

your probldms with other peoplel" After the interview, a frequency

count of which target persons.were chosen in each situation was

tabulated and analyzed across age levels and sex of subjects. The,

self-report on the value of self-disclosure was also recorded.

10
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Results
4

The data yielded these results concerning choice of self-

disclosure to target persons. The main effect for age of the ANOVA

-
oi.number of targets chosen was significant; F = 3.79, EL4 .0001,

indicating that as subjects increased in agethey chose more targets
-

for self-disclosure. Eight, eleven andlourteen year olds -chose

an average of 1.0, 1.3 and 1.6 people as targets per sitdation.

Over 1/3 of the 8 year qlds chose the target "no -One" on four of the

sittfations.

Insert Table 1 about here'

The main effect of gender on the number of target persons chosen

'4

was also significant, F =3.45,411.4.003. This was'primarily due to

the fL that' in 12 ofethe 16 situations more males than females

4
indicated they would talk to "no one.".

Insert Table 2 about here

A comparison of the target persons chosen by age yielded these

results. As shoWn in Figure 1, the youngest group most often seleqted

mother wiftl' teacher and friendstied-for second; the middle group also

most often chose mother, with friend "close second and the oldese group

chose friend most often with mother second.

iiH
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Insert Figure 1 about herr

,

Eight year plds chose "friend" first in 3 of the 16 situations;

eleven year olds chose "friend""first in-4 out of 16 sttuations and

foureen year olds chose ("friend" first in 10 of 16 situations.,

Insert Table 3 about here

An ANOVA of target.selection by gender and age showed that

"mother" as a target *as significantly higherifor, 14 year olds with

no significant digkerence between 8 and 11 year olds, F = 9.01,

2. 4.0003. There was also a significant effect for gender, F = 8.23,

. 11e.1.005, as females chose'"mother" more often than'maies.

There was na significant effect for age or gende/- with "father"

as target.
4

"Friend" as arget was significant by age, F = 14.82,

but not by gender. As age levels increased, choice of friend also

significantly incfeased.

The target "no one" was significant y gtnder, F = 6, 2.4!'.01,

but not by age. In the oldest group, males chose "no one" three times

as much as females while in the youngest group there were.no'Se*

differences. However; the youngest children did choose '"no

. their first choice in four of the situations while no 'other age group .
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chose "no one" as their first choice in any'situation. _The four sit-

uations when many 8 year olds would talk to "no one" dealt with shop-
.

lifting, death of a grandparent, having a "crush" on someone of the

opposite sex, and a child being.hit by a parent. .

The targets "teacher", "counselor" and "other" were not signif-

ticantly cliff: nt over all situations by gender or Ilte. There was

however a strong trend towaresignificance for "other" by age as

eleven year olds chose this target almost twice as much as the two

other age groups. Some eleven year olds choices mentioned for
. ,

"other': as target were xprie-St", "brothels and sisters", and ftthe

school principal."

When the two most frequently chosen targets "mother" and

"friend" were compared over age and gender there was not a significant

44

difference between them., There was a significant difference b'etween

Nother" and "father" however;."mother" was chosen as a target by all

ages'more than father, T = 4.57, p_ 44.0001.

The general reaults of the subjects' self-report on the value of

sharing problems with others, although not analyzed, were as follows:

8 year olds said that they saw a value in ,haring on some_occasion's,

but nOt all, citing reasons of embarrassment or fear of Punishmeit;'

the 11 year olds felt it is good to talk about problem ekcept

whewit lessened their autonomy, such as the problem of Career choice;

and the 14 year olda seemed to value sharing4the most - dependini'on

0

4

13 -t..

I.
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the closeness of the relationship with the target person and providing
\

/

it didn't break the "teenage.code" of "not telling on a friend."

.:

,4 Discussion

The major finding of thjs study was that patterris of se f-
40 t

. . .

1,
disclosure do change with age. -The first hypothesis: that a les-

,

.1,-.
.

cents are less willing to self-disclose was not confirmed. Instead,

there was an increase with age tn the number of people chosen as

targets for self-disclosure. This was a 'function of b7th a striking

reticence on the part of the 8 year olds to discuss'problifft £141.-

volving hurt or embarra'ssment and an eagerness on the part.of the

14 year olds to gather advice from trusted-confidant . The onlY

Eljfactor mentioned by the 14 year olds that might limi the rewards of

self-disclosure was the "teenage code". As one 14 year old commented,

"That's a kind of law with teenagers - that you don't tell the other

kids' parents if it's something you-shouldn't tell them you don't

tell 'anybody."

Eleven Year olds also felt that tallang abopt problems was

beneficial. They said "If you keep it to yourself, you'll have that*
.1..

problem 'always"..:"It's good to talk about problems 'cause you have it
, .

on 9our conscience"..."Depefiding on the problem, .sometimes you can't

concentrate,or it makes you hurt."

However, when, asked about who to go to about a career,choice, a
v'

strong sense of autonomy surfaced with some: "I'd talk to myself because

- 4

'
/

v

,
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it's my choice"..."I'd tell my friend because my parents might force me

to besompthing I didn't want to be."'
. ,

Eight year olds W'ere not as convinced of the benefits of self-

disclosure as thp otheAwo groups: "Sometimes you can get into a

lot of trouble if you'talk to people."...'!Stealing is too private to

talk about - because thevperson you tell might tall tjle. police"...

4
"I wouldn't, tell anybody abouea'runawAy. I wouldn't 'saitch.-." I

get snitched on aslot. My little sister snitches on me a lot." As

Maxine Wolfe's research (1978) suggests, their reluctance to self-

disclogrin certain situations Perhaps reflects their emerging

autonomy. It also reflected the seriousness with which they viewed'

the situation and it's possible consequentes as well as their lack

of experience with close friendship.

Another interesting characteristic of the 8 year olds was that

they would blurt out confidences 'to the researchers during casual

conversation, displaying what ehelune (1980) would call lack of

lk self-disclosure flexibility." He has defined this variable as a

learned skill which allows the person to select the appropriate time

and circumstances for self-disclosure.' As Piche, Rubin, and Michlin

(1978) have concluded: "It seems certain that developmdnt of suCh

interpersonal communicative skills is closely linked to development

of more general social-perceptual abilities...There is an ificreased

ability to act/on socfal-perceptual attributes characterizing

7-`
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different,tar6t listeners."

That children self-disclose more as they get older was evident; who

they disclose to was a function not only of age and gender but of

it the ature of the situation and the nature of the personal relationship
P

i the target person. Represe.ntative of many of the 14 year old

replies was : "Who you talk to depends on the.nature of the relation-

shiP"...."If a kid is olose to her mother, she would be good to talk

to, but friends mostly have the same Concerne..."I have lots of

air

friends who-drink,and ask me wfiat to.do about it...Now:adays witfi

drug$ or'alcohoi, a lot of girls always go to their,friends." The

second hypothesis: that adolescents win, mist likely confide in peers

rather than a parent was confirmed. The first choice for confidante

in 10 of the 16 situations was."friend," the $econd was "mother". -

"Most teenagers find iteasier to talk to their mothers because they

see,theT more and can'persuade them easier than their,tather."- In

7 ,
. e.

general, th'e data confirmed Musser, Conger airci Kagin's (1974) assertion

that; "Adolescents are more* dependrent,Athan

young children upon peer'ie1ation7
. .

ships simply because ties with

liarents become progressively

looser.as greater independence-

-,

Irom parents is achieved...Parents

may have difficulty in under-
'tz
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standing and sharing the problems

of adolescents even though they may

make an effort to do so...yet the

adolescent needs, perhaps more than

at any other time.in his life, to be

able to share his strong and often

confusing emotions, his doubts,

.and his.dreams...Adolescence'iS

often a time of ihtense loneliness

...having one or:more close friends

may bake a great difference in
ce'

the life of the adolescent."

,The third hypothesis: that children of 8 and 11 Years will be

more likely to self-disclose to a parent than a peer was not confirmed.

While ."mother " ums most often chosen by 8 year olds (Mean 3.3 per

situation), with friend and teacher (Mean 2.9) tied for second, for

11 year olds "mother" and "frien d" were almost equal target choices.

(Mean 4.9, 4.5). -As Snock and Rdthblum (1979),found, perceived parental

affection is a strong correlate of self-disclosure: "I'm closest to
44,

my Mother cause she keeps secrets good" (11 year old). However, as

Wolfe (1978) points out, the distance children travel away from the home

41115
increases wIth age, with dramatic differences between children younger

than 8 and those older.than 8. ThUs, the 8 and 11 year olds dielook to'
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other adults and friends in addition to theii parents. In this partic-

ular Catholic school, depending on the problem, the teacher, the

counselor and the priest were often confidantes. Comments from 11 year

olds inclUded:

"The priest rs

"The counselor

"Grownups,know a lot about things like relationships"...

our :.:anaection with God".. An 8 yeat old said:

here is a very good friend of mine...She

...I didn't know what a counselor was....I.keep going

counselor is really a great person to talk to."

came into class

to her...The

In regard to 11 year olds increased confidences in friends, this

finding supports Sullilian's (1953) thesis that preadalescents seek

and develep intimate exchanges with a friend while"still remaining close

to their families.

Finally, the fourth hipothesis: that gender would make a diff-

erence in'the amount

,
of targets chosen for self-disclosure was con-

firmed. The data supported the assertion by Wolfe (1978) that males

vs,
are being socialized-to be less verbal ,gban females,. Little of the

research on gender differences has focused on chirdren (Altmati, 1975)

and further studies of these patterns would be helpful. However,

subseque9t research in this area should study a more Idivers'e Population.

the present sathple was extremely selective - all of the children were

from private middle-class Catholic schools - and the generalizability

of the results is limited.

Was the behavioral measure used in this study a good measure of

self-disclosure? Recagnizing that its validity and reliability have yet

1'8
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to be assessed, it certainly was edequare/in the present study for

the following reasons:

1. In our opinion, the measure allowed for the widest.range of

self-disclosure befiavior. Cooperating with the intervieweri and

choosing a target ior each situation did. not demand self-disclosure

but afforded-an ample opportunity for self-disclosure if the subject

was so inclined.

2. The assumption of the measure, that what the subject said their

friend would do was most likely what they woul& do, appeared/to.be

valid. Many of the subjects made the statement, "Well,.this is

what I would do in the situation," and the re3t implied itby their

ansWers.

3. Finally,,all of the subjects accepted the situations as repre-

sentativ of their world. None of the situations Were rejected,-'%,-
-ridiculed or misunderstood. Many of the adolescents volunteered to

paTticipate in any further studies about self-disclosure and said

that they had enjoyed the interview a great deal.

The-study did ehen demonstrate an4ncreasing tendency to self-.

, disclose in children as. they get older. It pinpciintedthe need for

further research on the developmental patterns of self-di;closureA

It also reflected the patterns of cognitive and social de'velopment

in that 8.year olds most often focused on the situations concretely,

on what was happening and what were the consequenCes attached;
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the 11 year olds most often focused on who to talk to - thinking up many

more possibilities for confidantes in the "other" categOry - reflecting

the expansion of their social world. The 14.year olds, more verbally

facile and problem-oriented, responded more globally to the interview

a vehicle to exptess their ieelings and concerns. As one 14.year

old siid, "You've got to look aA all the posibilities...You've got to

see all the situaiions." They would typically be m'ore formal operat-
/

ional in thought, and discuss the pros.and cons of their target choices

and implications even beyond e situations as presented.

If they were experiencing the adolescent egocentrism th <lkind
.

(1967) speaks of, it was not evident in this'study, What they wire

saying was they thought it was very important to

that they needed trustworthy, empathic listeners

case, the implications for parents, teachers and

'N.

self-disclose and

. If this is the

Aunselors are obvious.

th"

..
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Table 1

Frequency of Self-Disclosure to Target Person According to Age
7.

Mother Father Friend No One Teacher dounselor Other

80 64 71 53 71 '62 48

J18 82 110 ,37 59 71 72

141 106 168 32 . 60 80 58

339 349 122 190 213. 178

Age Level Totals minus "no one" divided by number of

Situations (16)* x Subjects (24):

449,

549

645

8 yr.: 449 - 53-7=-396 4-384 = 1.0 = mean # of choices per situation

1,1 yr.: 549 - 37 = 512 384 = 1.3.= mean 3 of choicesper situatiOn

14 yr.: 645 - 32 = 613 ;.' 384 = 1.6- mean # of choi.ces itu4ión
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Table 2

Frequency of Self-Disclosure to Target Person According to Sex

Mother. ilther Friend No One Teacher Counselor Other

144 137 167 76 93 106 91
Yr

195 115 182 46 97 107 87

.; 339 252 349 122 190 213 178

Total - "No One" = Total Choices'

Male: ,814 - 76 738

Female:, '829 - 46 = 783

2,5

Igr

814

829
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'Table 3 ,

Total Number of Times a Target Was First Choice over 16 Sitdations by Age

Age' 11 14

Teacher : (5).. Mother (4) ' Friend (10)

No One ,(4) ,.. Friend 4) Mothe? (3)

Mother (3) Other (3) CoUnselor (1)

Counselor (3) Counselor (3) Teacher (1)

Friend ft(3) Father (1) (1)Other
?;

.

Father (2) -Teacher (1)

20* 16' 16

* This column adds up to 20 because there was a tie for first cithice

in 4 situations. 1.

"4-

4:0
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Sit

PRO

SELF-DISCLOSURE MEASURE

uations: 16; Home: 4; School: 4; Relationships:. 4; Society: 4.

CEDURE:

Each subject is interviewed for approximately 45 minutes. Three
practice situations and sixteen test situations are presented to each
subject. Seven target cards will be displayed in an obvious manner
during the interview. The target persons'chosen for self-disclosure
in each situation will be recorded in order of choice.

PRACTICE SITUATIONS:

Interviewer: "I am interested in knowing about boys and girls of your
age. I would like to.know who they talk to most often

in different situations. For instance, if a friend of
yours needed to talk over a problem he/she were having
at school, he/she would probably,talk to his mother, his
father, his teacher, his guidance counselor, one of his
friends, or maybe no one. I am interested in knowing
who you think he/she would be most likely to talk to in

.that situation.

Now, I am going to describe some situations and,I would
:like you to tell me who, if anyone, a boy/girl your.age
would talk to about them. If you think your friend
would in fact not 'Eell anyone at all, please let me know

that.".

1. Your friend went to a scary movie and can't get the scary parts Out
of his/her head. He/she would talk to...0

MOTHER FATHER FRIEND NO ONE TEACHER COUNSELOR OTHER

2. 'If your friend didn't like the way his/her hair were cut, she/he
. would ask whose advice?

MOTHER FATHER FkIEND .NO ONE .TEACHER COUNSELOR OTHER

3. Your friend's par9ts are very very strict. Even in-the summer

he/she has to be in early. He/she would talk this ovgx_wifh...

.MOTHER FATHER FRIEND NO ONE TEACHER COUNSELOR OTHER

TEST SITUATIONS:

1. Your fxiend gets lonely a lot and would love to have a pet -
espeiially a ddg. The rule of the house is "no pets"., He/she
would talk to... (home)

MOTHER FATHER FRIEND NO ONE TEACHER' COTFLOk OTliER

a



2. A teacher punishes the whole class because a few persons were talking.
Your friend is innocent.' She/he would coMPThin to ...(school)

MOTHER FATHER FRIEND NO ONE TEACHER COUNSELOR OTHER

3. A friend of yoursstole something from a store on the Mall. She/he
didn't get caught but she/he felt very guilty about it and was very
worried. She/he would talk it over with...(society)

MOTHER FATHER FRIEND NO ONE TEACHER COUNSELOR OTHER

4. Your friend would like some advice about how to talk to boys/girls.
She/he goes to...(relationships) . Yew

MOTHER FATHER FRIEND NO ONE TEACHER COUNSELOR OTHER

5. If a mean kid were pushing your friend around on the schoh bus a
lot, your friend would tell...(school)

MOTHER FATHER &RIEND NO ONE TEACHER.COUNSELOR OTHER

6. Youi friend has a crush' on a boy/girl. She/he would tell...(relationships)

MOTHER FATHER FRIEND NO ONk TEACHER COUNSELOR OTHER

7. The parents of a friend of yours are getting divorced, and this '

friend is feeling confused and upset. He/she -would most likely
discuss these feelings with...(home)

MOTHER FATHER FRIEND NO ONE TEACHER COUNSELOR OTHER

8. This friend of yours is not sure that he knows'all the "facts of life."
If, for instance, he/she wante.d to know more about sex, he/she would
ask..,(society)

MOTHER FATHER FRIEND 'NO ONE TEACHER COUNSELOR cauiR

9. Your-frienewas very close to his/her, grandmother. One day in class
the.teacher tells him/her that she has just died. Your friend is
terribly sad. He/she Will talk to...(relationships).

- MOTHER FATHER NO OivE ,FRIEND TEACHER...COUNSELOR OTHER -

10. One of the kids at your bus stop drinks booze all the time. Your.

friend thidks this boy/girl is hurting himself/herself. Who *ould
. __your lriend _talk_to_aboutthis (society)

MOTHER' FATHER FRIEND NO ONE TEACHER, COUNSELOR OTHE

11. Your friend's brOther/sister is a realbrain and does very well in
sdhool without working very,hard. Your friend is jealous. Who would
he/she talk to..,(school)

4 ,

MOTHER FATHER FRIEND NO ONk TEACHER COUNSELOR OTHER

tA.
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12. One of the girls/boys in your class is planning on riinning away from'
home. She/he tells your friend and nobody else about this plan.
Your friend would discuss this with...(home)

MOTUER FATHER FRIEND NO ONE TEACHER COUNSELOR OTHER

13. If your.friend was wondering what he/she wanted to do for a
career - or a job - when fie/she got out of school - he/she would
talk to (society)

MOTHER FATHER FRIEND NO ONE TEACHER COUNSELOR OTHER

14. If your friend had some questions about God, he/she would talk to...
(relationships)

M9THER FATHER FRIEND NO ONE TEACHER COUNSELOR OTHER
4C.

15. Your friend gtts hit a loi by his/her mother or father. Your
friend is probably going to,talk to...(home)

MOTHER FATHER FRIEND No ONE TEACHER COUNSELOR OTHER

16. Your friend thinks that his/her teacher is alwaYS picking on
him/her for no reason at all. Your friend would talk to...(school)

MOTHER FATHER TEND NO IONE TEACHER COUgSELOR OTHER

(After the chil ren indicate a target person , they are encouraged
to explain thei choice and discuss the situation for as long as
they wish.)

I3


